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Nanobiomaterials: State of the Art
and Future Trends

By Lei Yang, Lijuan Zhang and Thomas J. Webster*
In the past decade, it is clear that the development of biomaterials has entered the ‘‘nanotechnology
era.’’ The interface between biomaterials and nanotechnology has created enormous opportunities to
improve the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of numerous diseases. Nanobiomaterials, a new term
describing biomaterials with constituent or surface feature sizes less than 100 nm (10�7 m), provide not
only extraordinary materials with unique structures and properties to solve our most traditional
biomedical puzzles, but also provide unprecedented knowledge and principles toward understanding
biology, medicine, and materials science. At the commencement of the second decade of the new
millennium, it is worthwhile to review the current state of the art for the use of nanobiomaterials in
medicine as well as possible future trends. Therefore, this paper seeks to summarize the current
advances in nanobiomaterials research, spanning a wide range of tissue engineering applications (both
soft and hard tissues), drug delivery, disease detection, and disease treatment. In addition, emerging
concerns on the safety of manufacturing and using nanobiomaterials (especially toxicological issues)
with necessary future research directions from the design of intelligent nanobiomaterials to molecular
mechanisms of cell–nanomaterial interactions are also discussed.
1. Introduction

Over the past decade, it was clear that the development of

biomaterials has entered the ‘‘nanotechnology era.’’ Nano-

technology-derived biomaterials have become some of the

fastest emerging and developing arenas at the intersection of

materials science and biology, and have resulted in biomater-

ials with an extraordinary impact on medicine. Specifically,

nanotechnology-derived biomaterials refer to those biomater-
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ials whose structures or components exhibit novel and

significantly changed properties when their dimensions are

at the nanoscale (i.e., 1–100 nm or 10�9–10�7 m particle or

grain size diameters). Not surprisingly, nanotechnology-

derived biomaterials have been widely used in a broad

spectrum of biological and biomedical applications, from

artificial implants to drug delivery to medical imaging. These

nanobiomaterials include (but are not limited to) metals,

ceramics, polymers, hydrogels, and novel self-assembled

materials with structures from 0-D (e.g., dots and particles) to

3-D (e.g., tissue engineering scaffolds).

Undoubtedly, the rapid development of nanobiomaterials

has been creating a new multidisciplinary area across biology,

materials science, and nanotechnology. The reason behind the

establishment of this new area is that nanotechnology has not

only provided novel materials and tools for biological and

medical purposes, but it is also reshaping our thinking toward

applying these materials in science and technology. For

example, the increasing use of materials and systems at the

nanoscale has stimulated studies on nanomaterial safety and

toxicity for both occupational and research levels. Today,

studies on nanostructured biomaterials have evolved into

more comprehensive and systematic studies, resulting in the

further understanding of mechanisms behind biological
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com B1
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responses to materials and the consequent better design of

such materials. It may be too early to assert that nanos-

tructured biomaterials will be widely used in numerous

clinical arenas since the final efficacy of nanobiomaterials in

human applications is not currently known, thus, the full

benefit of nanostructured biomaterials cannot be accurately

assessed at this time.

Along these lines, it is clearly worthwhile to review the

current state of the art concerning the use of nanobiomaterials

in medicine, which have just experienced another accelerated

period of development since the start of the new millennium.

This paper reviews the recent advances in nanobiomaterials

and the new opportunities nanobiomaterials have created,

seeking to provide an updated review for this fast developing

area. This paper is organized by first discussing the rationale

and application of nanobiomaterials in medicine, covering

nanobiomaterials used as implants and in regenerative

medicine, drug delivery and medical diagnosis. In addition,

a brief overview of properties of nanomaterials attractive for

medical applications is presented and a section concerning

new safety issues related to nanobiomaterial use and

manufacturing is also included.

2. An Overview of Nanomaterial Properties
and Biological Responses to Nanomaterials

Nanoscale materials are defined as materials with building

block size scales (e.g., grains, particles, fibers, tubes, etc.)

within 1–100 nm in at least one dimension.[1] Nanomaterials

possess numerous unique properties compared to bulk

conventional materials (e.g., materials with microstructured

features in the micron or larger sizes): (i) much larger surface

areas and resulting increased surface reactivity; (ii) greatly

enhanced mechanical properties (such as high ductility and

high yield strength) due to various mechanisms depending on

their chemistry (such as increased grain boundary sliding and

short-range diffusion-healing); (iii) exceptional magnetic,

optical, and electrical properties due to stacking, alignment,

and orientation of nanoscale building blocks (grains, super-

molecules, etc.); and (iv) homogeneity and high purity in

composition and structure because of reaction or mixing at the

molecular and atomic levels.

Specifically, nanoscale materials and structures provide a

few other important properties to a biomaterial. First is their

chemical and structural similarity to natural tissues or

biological systems which have nanoscale hierarchical compo-

nents. One example is nanophase collagen/calcium phos-

phates mimicking the nanostructure of bone. Second is the

comparable size of nanoscale materials to biomolecules and

bio-microstructures, which enables researchers to detect,

manipulate and mediate these bio-components. Lastly,

nanostructured materials can be readily tailored to reveal

extraordinary variations in surface properties.

Compared to the understanding of nanomaterial proper-

ties and the ability to control these properties, what occurs at

the interface between nanomaterials and biological systems
B2 http://www.aem-journal.com � 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co
(e.g., cells and tissues) has not been completely understood to

date. A general consensus is that there are a sequence of events

which occurs at the interface between biomaterials and a

cell[2,3]: (i) adsorption of proteins from blood and tissue fluids

onto the nanomaterial surface (usually protein desorption also

occurs at the same time); (ii) tissue cells and/or inflammatory

cells approach the material; (iii) possible targeted release of

matrix proteins from the biomaterial and selected adsorption

of specific proteins; and (iv) adhesion of cells and commence-

ment of subsequent cell functions (e.g., proliferation, differ-

entiation, phagocytosis, etc.). Besides these host responses

toward the nanomaterials, conversely, material responses to

the host (like material decomposition and release) also exist at

the cell–biomaterial interface.[3] All of these interfacial events

are crucial for the success of nano biomaterials, because they

are closely related to material cytocompatibility properties

and immune or inflammatory host responses that ultimately

determine the efficacy and safety of nanobiomaterials.

Although understanding the interfacial interactions

between nanomaterials and biological systems is still under

progress, mediating cellular or tissue responses toward

nanomaterials is not a complete mystery any more. Generally,

cells and tissues recognize (subsequent to initial protein

interactions) both surface and bulk properties of nanostruc-

tured materials in vivo and in vitro, so cell and tissue responses

can be altered or controlled to some extent by manipulating

these material properties.[1,4,5] Surface properties often refer to

surface chemistry and charge, material topography, and

surface energetics, while bulk properties closely relate to cell

or tissue responses including inherent chemistry, stiffness,

porosity, and so on.[1,4–10] Figure 1 illustrates the nanomaterial–

cell interface and the interactions between cells, proteins, and

material properties. Nanomaterials have successfully demon-

strated the ability to modulate cell and tissue responses in vitro

and in vivo due to their extraordinary properties discussed

above, and the rest of this article will review the latest progress

on this topic.
3. Nanobiomaterials for Tissue Engineering

3.1. Soft Tissue Engineering Applications

A great number of nanobiomaterials have been used for

soft tissue engineering purposes, which are summarized in

Table 1. In this section, specific applications using nanobio-

materials are reviewed.

3.1.1. Cardiovascular Applications.

Natural vascular tissue is hierarchically layered with

numerous nanoscale features in its extracellular matrix

(ECM), which is composed of nano dimensional collagen

and elastin. This lesson from nature guides material scientists

(and nanotechnologists) to design better biomaterials for

treating cardiovascular disease, and significant progress to

date in using nanomaterials to mimicking these actual
. KGaA, Weinheim ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the potential interfacial interactions between a cell (or tissue) and nanobiomater-
ials. Double arrows indicate interactions among surface properties of nanobiomaterials. In the schematic,
examples of nanomaterial surface properties include: root mean square roughness (Rrms), surface electrical
charges (þ/� ), contact angle (u), interfacial tension between solid and vapor phases (gSV), interfacial tension
between solid and liquid phases (gSL), and interfacial tension between liquid and vapor phases (gLV).
nanostructures in vascular tissues has occurred (Fig. 2).

Specifically, nanomaterials have been designed, fabricated,

and modified to improve and mediate vascular cell (e.g.,

vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells) functions

and also to inhibit inflammation and thrombosis on

stents.[11]

A number of recent studies indicate that nanostructured

surfaces could increase vascular cell functions (including the

adhesion and total collagen and elastin synthesis by

endothelial cells) on titanium,[12,13] CoCrMo,[13] NiTi,[14]

poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA),[15] and poly(dimethylsi-

loxane) (PDMS).[16] More interestingly, in several recent

studies, greater competitive endothelial cell functions com-

pared to smooth muscle cell functions were observed on

nanostructured titanium surfaces, indicating enhanced

endothelial cell functions over that of smooth muscle cells

to perhaps limit vascular restenosis.[12] Another in vivo study

implanted nano-cylindrical poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) with

surface features 160 nm in height and 100 nm in diameter and

a natural polyester with nanopits 100 nm in depth and 120 nm

in diameter into rats and observed higher vascular cell

densities (number of microvessels in a mm2 unit area) and

decreased inflammation near the nanocylindrical PCL.[17]

Despite such promises, thrombotic responses to nanobio-

materials have not been clearly elucidated to date. However,

Ferraz et al. investigated platelet responses to nanoporous

alumina membranes with pore diameters of 20 and 200 nm

and revealed that the 20 nm membrane could increase platelet

growth, and spreading and P-selectin (a cell adhesion

molecule on the surfaces of activated endothelial cells)

expression, while the 200 nm membrane showed the least

platelet responses.[18]

In addition to nanofeatured surfaces mostly used for

vascular stent applications, numerous nanostructured grafts

or 3-D nanoscaffolds for cardiovascular tissue engineering
ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX � 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGa
applications have been developed by tech-

niques such as electrospinning and self-

assembly.[19,20] A main advantage of these

fabrication techniques is that highly ordered

nanoarchitectures can be readily manufac-

tured to mimic the oriented multilayer

structure of blood vessels. Punshon et al.

developed a novel nanocomposite vascular

graft by directly attaching polyhedral oligo-

meric silsesquioxane onto urethane seg-

ments, and in vitro tests revealed that

confluent endothelial cell layers formed on

the nanocomposites after 14 days and

remained viable and confluent for up to 35

days.[21] Lee et al. prepared nanofibrous

scaffolds by electrospinning collagen, elastin,

and poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA), and showed

extensive smooth muscle cell infiltration

into the nanoscaffolds.[22] Poly(L-lactic-co-e-
caprolactone) (P(LLA-CL)) copolymer scaf-

folds with aligned nanofibers produced by
electrospinning significantly improved the adhesion and

proliferation of smooth muscle cells compared to plane

polymer films.[23] This study also observed oriented attach-

ment and migration of smooth muscle cells along the axis of

the aligned nanofibers, indicating a possibility of engineering

vascular cells into ordered patterns as found in native

vessels. Nanoscaffolds of self-assembled peptides (AcN–

RADARADARADARADA–CONH2) developed by direct

solid phase synthesis enhanced not only the formation of

confluent endothelial cell monolayers but also nitric oxide (a

key substance in the vasorelaxation process) and laminin 1 (a

main component of the basement membrane) release and

collagen IV deposition.[24] In vivo tests also demonstrated

promising properties of nanoscaffolds as just described in

vitro. Tacrolimuseluting biodegradable nanofibers (TEBN)

implanted in a rat model also showed enhanced endothelia-

lization and reduced intimal hyperplasia, suggesting the

prevention of venous anastomosis on the nanostructures.[25]

In summary, current studies on nanobiomaterials for

cardiovascular tissue engineering applications focus on

creating bio-inspired nanoscale roughness or architectures

on numerous metals, ceramics, and polymers. Thus, adjus-

table vascular cell functions in vitro and in vivo have been

achieved by using nanobiomaterials, indicating enormous

promises to promote the efficacy of cardiovascular implants or

scaffolds for tissue regeneration without changing base

material chemistry.

3.1.2. Neural Tissue Engineering.

Repairing damaged nerves and recovering the full function

of the nervous system are probably the most challenging tasks

in neural tissue engineering. Nanobiomaterials may also

provide possibilities to heal damaged nerves faster through

their exceptional cytocompatibility and electrical proper-

ties.[11] For example, nanosized ZnO has been observed to
A, Weinheim http://www.aem-journal.com B3
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Table 1. Nanobiomaterials for soft tissue engineering.

Material category Nanobiomaterials Structural feature Applications

Self-assembly structures Peptide-amphiphiles

(PA)

Branched-PA

self-assembling coatings

Promoting initial adhesion of primary human

bladder smooth muscle cells[209]

Self-assembling hydrogel

scaffolds

Fosters chondrocyte extracellular matrix pro-

duction and cell division[210]

3-D network of nanofibers Enhancing MSC attachment, proliferation, and

osteogenic differentiation[211]

Nanofiber scaffolds Enhancing the formation of confluent cell mono-

layers of human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC)[24]

Polyelectrolyte multilayer

assemblies

Nanoscale porous

multilayers

[poly(allylamine

hydrochloride)

(PAH), poly(acrylic acid)

(PAA)]

Significantly promoting corneal epithelial cell

proliferation and migration speeds[212]

Polymers Polystyrene Electrospun scaffolds Significantly increasing smooth muscle cell

attachment[44]

Poly(lactic-co-glycolic

acid) (PLGA)

Nanostructured film Enhancing endothelial, smooth muscle cell, and

bladder smooth muscle cell attachment[41,213]

Nanostructured PLGA

scaffolds

Enhancing cell adhesion and growth, promoting

elastin and collagen production[214]

NaOH-treated PLGA

scaffolds

Increasing chondrocyte attachment, total intra-

cellular protein, and extracellular matrix syn-

thesis[34]

PLGA/nano-

hydroxyapatite hybrid

scaffolds

Increasing MSC attachment, viability, and

proliferation[215]

Tacrolimus-eluting

nanoscale fiber

Reducing intimal hyperplasia and preserving

endothelialization[25]

Poly(ether urethane) (PU) Nanostructured films Increasing bladder smooth muscle cell attach-

ment[41]

Poly(e-caprolactone)

(PCL)

Electrospun nanofibrous

scaffold

Carrier for MSC transplantation[216]

Honeycomb-patterned film Enhancing cell survival and yield of rat small

hepatocytes[217]

Poly(dimethylsiloxane)

(PDMS)

Nanorough film Increasing endothelial cell adhesion and

elongation[16]

Poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) Nanofibrous scaffolds

coupled with laminin

Enhancing axonal extension of PC12 cells[30]

Chitosan Nano-/microfibrous 3-D

scaffolds

Facilitating chondrocyte attachment and prolifer-

ation[36]

Ceramics Alumina Nanoporous membranes Decreasing platelet adhesion[18]

Metals Titanium Nanotubular anodized

titanium

Enhancing chondrocyte adhesion[218]

Gold Thin films with nanoscale

roughness

Increasing embryonic stem-cell-derived neural

precursors adhesion and differentiation[27]

Semiconductors Silicon Nano-island silicon Increasing insulinoma cell adhesion and insulin

secretion[215]

Silica nanoparticle-

modified surfaces

Enhancing osteogenic differentiation of human

mesenchymal progenitor cells[219]

Carbon nanostructures Carbon nanofiber (CNF) Polycarbonate urethane/

CNF composite

Decreasing adhesion of astrocytes,[29] increasing

neural functions[58]

Carbon nanotube (CNT) Functionalized

multiwalled CNT

Enhancing embryonic rat-brain neuron

responses[28]

Diamond Ultra-nanocrystalline

diamond films

Induction and regulation of differentiation of

neural stem cells[32]
increase neuron excitability by a possible mechanism of

activating voltage-gated Naþ channels in neurons.[26] Another

study revealed that embryonic stem cell-derived neural

precursors adhered the best and differentiated the fastest

on nanorough gold thin films (root mean square surface

roughness of 21 nm) compared to planar gold surfaces, and

axonal outgrowth of embryonic stem cells could be directed
B4 http://www.aem-journal.com � 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co
by a combination of micron scale grooves and nanoscale

surface features.[27] Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or carbon

nanofibers (CNF) are also strong candidates for repairing

nerves due to their excellent electrical conductivity and

mechanical properties. Mattson et al. first reported that

embryonic rat-brain neurons can grow on multiwalled

CNT, providing the necessary cytocompatibility data for
. KGaA, Weinheim ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX
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Fig. 2. Illustration of nanobiomaterials for cardiovascular tissue engineering. The structure of blood vessels and the hierarchical structure of nanoscale collagen are demonstrated.
Examples of nanobiomaterials: (a) PLLA aligned nanofibers, (b) PLGA nanofiber scaffold, (c) self-assembly of peptides RAD16-I, (d) titanium grids with nanorough surfaces, (e)
silicon nanopits, and (f) polystyrene (PS) nanopillar surfaces (images adapted and redraw from ref.[200–207]).
the use of CNT in neural tissue engineering applications.[28]

Further studies of neurons on CNT modified with

4-hydroxynonenal showed that neurons exhibited multiple

neurites with extensive branching,[28] More importantly,

nanostructured carbon materials revealed an inhibitory effect

on astrocyte (characteristic star-shaped glial cells in the brain

and spinal cord) functions, leading to a possible decrease in

glial scar tissue formation. Studies on CNF/polycarbonate

urethane (PCU) composites showed that the presence of CNF

can decrease astrocyte adhesion and proliferation.[29]

In addition, nanobiomaterials have been studied or

designed as biomimetic scaffolds to support neural stem

cells or Schwann cells for nerve repair. For example, rat

adrenal phenochromocytoma cell (PC12 cell) viability and

neurite axonal extensions on laminin/PLLA nanofibrous

scaffolds were enhanced compared to unfunctionalized

scaffolds.[30] Neuronal cell attachment and differentiation as

well as extensive neurite outgrowth were observed on

nanoscaffolds self-assembled from peptides (AcN–

RADARADARADARADA–CNH2 and AcN–RARADADA-

RARADADA–CNH2).[31] Primary rat neurons also formed

active synapses on such scaffold surfaces in situ. A recent

study showed that hydrogen-terminated ultrananocrystalline

diamond (UNCD) could spontaneously induce neuronal

differentiation on neural stem cells, suggesting the potential

of UNCD as a biomaterial for central nervous system tissue

engineering.[32]

Undoubtedly, tissue regeneration for the nervous system

(especially the central nervous system) is extremely challen-

ging. However, there is also no doubt that the emergence of
ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX � 2011 WILEY-VCH Ve
nanobiomaterials has paved the way for possible solutions to

repair damaged nervous system tissue. Although current

studies are still preliminary, they have demonstrated the use

of various nanoscale materials with extraordinary electrical

properties (e.g., CNT and piezoelectric ZnO) as potential

breakthroughs in neural tissue engineering.

3.1.3. Cartilage Tissue Engineering.

Cartilage tissue is composed of a small percentage of

chondrocytes (cartilage synthesizing cells) and a dense

nanostructured ECM rich in collagen fibers, proteoglycans

and elastin fibers.[11] Recovery or regeneration of cartilage is

extremely difficult due to limited chondrocyte mobility and an

absence of progenitor cells in the dense ECM as well as a lack

of an efficient vascular network structure for cartilage

growth.[33]

For the reasons stated before, nanobiomaterials can create a

biomimetic micro- and nano-environment (or interface) for

improving chondrocyte functions and differentiation from

progenitor cells. For example, greater chondrocyte functions

(adhesion, proliferation, and/or ECM synthesis) were

observed on NaOH-treated nanostructured PLGA scaffolds

and nanorough anodized titanium compared to conventional

untreated materials, indicating the possible promotion of

cartilage growth.[34] Therefore, nanostructured self-assembled

scaffolds were devised to encapsulate chondrocytes and/or

progenitor cells for reconstructing cartilage tissue. For

instance, hydrogel nanoscaffolds fabricated from self-

assembling peptides KLD-12 (sequence AcN–KLDLKLDLK-

LDL–CNH2) were encapsulated with chondrocytes, and
rlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim http://www.aem-journal.com B5
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4-week in vitro tests showed promoted chondrocyte differ-

entiation and improved synthesis of a true cartilage-like ECM

rich in proteoglycans and type II collagen.[35] Similarly, Shim

et al.[36] fabricated nano-/microfibrous 3-D scaffolds by

electrospinning chitosan nanofibers onto a predefined micro-

fibrous mesh, and in vitro culture tests showed that this nano-/

microfibrous 3-D matrix could promote chondrocyte prolif-

eration and glycosaminoglycan synthesis compared to a

microfibrous 3-D matrix. Another recent study fabricated a

nanofibrous PCL scaffold by electrospinning, and mesench-

ymal stem cells (MSCs) cultured in the nanoscaffolds showed

a chondrocytic phenotype differentiation comparable to that

observed for MSC maintained as cell aggregates or pellets.[37]

Recently, a novel 3-D PLGA/nano-HA scaffold infiltrated

with MSC was implanted into osteochondral defects in rat

knees, and the results showed that the defects were filled with

smooth and hyaline-like cartilage abundant in glycosamino-

glycan and collagen deposition.[38]

Nanomaterials can improve the mechanical properties of

cartilage tissue engineering scaffolds, which is also an

important factor affecting the lifetime and performance of

the scaffolds. For example, hydroxyapatite (HA) nanoparticles

were incorporated into a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) gel by an

in situ precipitation method, and the resultant nano-HA/PVA

gel composites showed similar mechanical properties as that

of natural articular cartilage.[39]

The study of cartilage regeneration using nanobiomaterials

is still in its early stage. Constructing hierarchical structures

through the use of nanobiomaterials to resemble the

complicated assembly of human cartilage as well as mediating

chondrocyte and progenitor viability and functions still

remain key questions, which should be the focus of future

studies. In addition, a recent study implied a promising

strategy of cartilage regeneration which may be of great

interest to nanobiomaterial researchers.

Hori et al. investigated the chondrogenic potential of

magnetically labeled synovium-derived cells (M-SDCs) and

demonstrated the regeneration of the articular cartilage after

delivering the M-SDCs to the lesion and treating with an

intra-articular magnet.[40] Obviously, magnetic nanoparticles

are possibly better candidates for magnetic labeling and, thus,

are worth further study.

3.1.4. Bladder Tissue Engineering.

Bladder tissue regeneration after cystectomy is a newly

emerging area in soft tissue engineering, but nanomaterials

have already exhibited exceptional promise as a bladder tissue

replacement due to their biologically inspired roughness and

increased surface energy or selectivity toward protein

adsorption.[11] For example, Thapa et al. found that PLGA

and polyurethane (PU) films with nanometer surface features

enhanced bladder smooth muscle cell (BSMC) functions

compared to conventional nanosmooth surfaces, and they

attributed the enhancement to the increased nanometer

surface roughness that mimics the nanometer topography

of native bladder tissue.[41] Pattison et al.[42] used similar
B6 http://www.aem-journal.com � 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co
polymers (PLGA and PU) to construct 3-D nanostructured

scaffolds using a solvent casting and salt leaching process. In

vitro results indicated that these scaffolds enhanced human

BSMC adhesion, proliferation, and the production of ECM

proteins (specifically, elastin, and collagen).[42] A preliminary

in vivo study provided evidence of little to no calcium stone

formation in augmented nanostructured PLGA and PU rat

bladders, indicating a promising solution to the common

problem of calcium stone formation on currently used bladder

replacement materials (whether synthetic or natural).[42] In

addition to PLGA and PU, Harrington et al.[43] developed

fiber-bonded poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) scaffolds coated with

self-assembled branched peptide-amphiphiles (PA) and in

vitro tests revealed greater initial adhesion of primary human

BSMC on PA-functionalized scaffolds than uncoated scaf-

folds. Of course, electrospun polymeric nanofibers can also

mimic the oriented collagen nanostructures in the bladder

ECM. A 3-D electrospun polystyrene scaffold with aligned

nanofibers (200 nm in diameter to resemble collagen fiber

alignment in bladder tissue) guided the organization of BSMC

actin filaments in a way similar to the native tissue.[44]

In addition, recent studies have also demonstrated that

PU:CNF composites (weight ratios from 1:4 to 4:1) promoted

healthy human bladder urothelial cell growth while inhibiting

urothelial carcinoma cell and ScaBER cell (a human bladder

cancer cell line) viability and secretion of growth factors

(unpublished work). These studies, together with the

examples above, highlight the great potential nanobiomater-

ials can offer in this new area of repairing bladder tissue while

fighting bladder cancer.

3.2. Hard Tissue Engineering Applications

Representative nanobiomaterials for hard tissue engineer-

ing applications are listed in Table 2. Specific applications of

some of these nanobiomaterials are highlighted below.

3.2.1. Orthopedic Applications.

3.2.1.1. Joint Prosthesis: Orthopedic implants (includ-

ing hip, knee, shoulder, and elbow implants) have been

widely used to treat injured or diseased bones for more than

half of a century, but finding better implant materials is

always challenging. First, due to the hard tissues they will

replace, the implant materials need to possess extraordinary

mechanical properties (such as high strength, proper tough-

ness, and high wear-resistance), not usually required in the

aforementioned soft tissue implant applications. Second, the

implant materials need to be biocompatible and, moreover,

osteoconductive in order to form robust biological bonding

with host bone tissues. Weak osseointegration on the implant

can result in implant failure. Third, the implant materials need

to survive over a very long time (e.g., from years to tens of

years) under severe conditions like motion, impact, and

corrosion after implantation. Before the emergence of

nanostructured biomaterials, few materials could meet all

the requirements and the current available implant materials
. KGaA, Weinheim ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX
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Table 2. Nanobiomaterials for hard tissue engineering.

Material category Chemical or structural feature Applications

Metals and alloys Nanophase Ti and Ti6Al4V Increasing osteoblast adhesion,[48] calcium and phosphorus

deposition[52]

Decreasing fibroblast and increased osteoblast functions[220]

Nanophase CoCrMo Increasing osteoblast adhesion,[48] calcium and phosphorus

deposition[52]

Nanostructured selenium Increasing osteoblast adhesion[49]

Anodized nanotubular Ti Enhancing osteoblast adhesion, proliferation, func-

tions[64,65,67,68]

Nanocrystalline silver Antibacterial materials for dental implants[111]

Colloidal platinum nanoparticles (CPNs) Dental adhesive material[113]

Hydroxyapatite (HA) Nanophase HA Increasing osteoblast functions[54]

HA/collagen nanocomposite Conducting osteoblasts to form new bone[100]

HA/chitosan nanofibers Increasing bone formation[101]

Adhesive containing HA nanorods Increasing the bulk mechanical properties of the adhesive and

its micro-shear bond strength to dentin[114]

Other ceramics Zirconia Enhancing osseointegration[109]

Alumina (Al2O3) Increasing osteoblast adhesion, proliferation, synthesis of

alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and deposition of calcium-

containing mineral[53,54]

Titania (TiO2) Increasing osteoblast adhesion, proliferation, synthesis of

alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and deposition of calcium-

containing mineral[53,54,63]

Polymers Poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA)/nanophase Ti

composites

Increasing osteoblast adhesion, synthesis of alkaline

phosphatase (ALP), and deposition of calcium-containing

mineral[55,98]

Nanostructured PLGA-coated nanostructured Ti Increasing osteoblast cell density[57]

Carbon nanofiber (CNF)/polyurethane (PU)

composite

Increasing osteoblast functions[58]

NaOH-treated PU Decreasing fibroblast cell density[97]

NaOH-treated poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) Decreasing fibroblast cell density[97]

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-grafted

nanoclay

A dentin bonding system with higher shear bond strength[116]

Nano/microfibrous chitosan 3-D scaffolds Facilitating chondrocyte attachment and proliferation[36]

Self-assembled structures Helical rosette nanotubes (HRNs) hydrogel scaf-

folds

Enhancing osteoblast functions[62,105]

3-D network of peptide-amphiphile (PA) nanofi-

bers

Increasing MSC attachment, proliferation, and osteogenic

differentiation[104]

Carbon nanostructures Nanocrystallinity diamond (NCD) Enhancing osteoblast functions[61]

Carbon nanotube (CNT) scaffolds Retaining electrical properties necessary for secretory

activities[83]

Chemically modified CNT scaffold Increasing bone cell proliferation[84]

Poly(lactic acid) (PLLA/CNT composite Increasing osteoblast proliferation, extracellular calcium

deposition, and upregulating mRNA expression for collagen

type-I[88]

Multiwall CNT/ultrahigh molecular weight

polyethylene (UHMWPE) composite

Increasing cytocompatibility of osteoblast-like cells[95]

Vertically aligned multi-walled CNT Enhancing adhesion and proliferation of osteoblast-like cells[90]

CNF/ polycarbonate urethane (PCU) composite Promoting selective adhesion and alignment of osteoblasts[91]

CNF/PLGA composite Enhancing select osteoblast adhesion[221]
(e.g., zirconia, Ti and its alloys, CoCrMo, and several types of

stainless steel) constantly experience problems of insufficient

osseointegration over the long term.[45] The development of

nanobiomaterials has brought countless opportunities and

approaches to tackle these difficulties faced by today’s

implant materials, offering a tremendous amount of success

for nanostructured biomaterials in a variety of bone implant

applications.

Creating nanorough (i.e., nanoscale) surface features using

various surface modification techniques has emerged as an

effective approach to promote osseointegration of orthopedic
ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX � 2011 WILEY-VCH Ve
implants. Numerous studies have shown that nanometer

surface roughness improves initial protein adsorption (such as

vitronectin and fibronectin), subsequent osteoblast attach-

ment, and eventual osseointegration over micron rough

surfaces.[46,47] Promoted osteoblast responses (including

orientation and shape, adhesion, proliferation, differentiation

or mineral deposition, etc.) on nanorough surfaces compared

to conventional surfaces of pure metals,[48–50] alloys,[48,50–52]

ceramics,[50,53,54] polymers,[50,55–57] carbon materials (dia-

mond and CNTs, etc.),[58–61] and hydrogels,[62] highlight

how this trend is independent of material chemistry.
rlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim http://www.aem-journal.com B7
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Although the underlying mechanisms of promoted biological

responses on nanoscale compared to micron-scale roughness

is not completely known to date, it has been speculated that

the increased surface area and surface grain boundaries,

higher surface energy and hydrophilicity, and structural or

dimensional similarity to natural tissues play crucial roles in

understanding nanomaterial superiority.[48,53,63]

Guided by this important information, numerous surface

modification methods have been developed to produce

nanobiomaterials with desired surface properties. For exam-

ple, a direct chemical modification method known as

anodization can create uniform nanotubular titania (TiO2)

structures with diameters less than 100 nm by directly

anodizing Ti orthopedic implants in an electrochemical cell

which uses Ti as an anode.[64,65] Theoretically, anodization can

be applied to any metal that is stable to oxidation to fabricate

nanoscale tubular or porous surfaces. Importantly, anodized

Ti (more strictly, titania) with nanoscale porous or tubular

surfaces has demonstrated enhanced bone cell adhesion,

proliferation, and differentiation (including mineral deposi-

tion) compared to unmodified conventional Ti.[65–68] Nanor-

ough or nanoporous surfaces created by chemical etching can

also enhance the adhesion, proliferation, mineral precipita-

tion, and gene expression of osteogenic cells.[69] Different

chemical etching methods with acids,[70–72] bases,[73] and

oxidants[74,75] have also been used to fabricate nanometer or

submicron scale nanotopographies, rendering the control of

surface roughness, wettability, and eventual bone cell

responses possible.[69] For example, nanometer pits with

20 nm diameters in the titania layer on Ti or its alloys can be

reproducibly fabricated by sulfuric acid-hydrogen peroxide

etching,[76,77] and in addition, topography, roughness, wett-

ability of the titania nanostructures, and density of hydroxyl

groups on the surfaces can be controlled by altering etching

time or the electrolyte solution.[76,78]. More importantly, in

vitro studies showed that these nanopit surfaces can promote

the activity and bone-related gene expression of osteoblasts

while inhibiting that of fibroblasts (connective or granulation

tissue forming cells).[69,79]

Besides direct chemical modification, other fabrication

approaches such as physical vapor deposition (PVD) and

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are commonly applied to

yield nanostructured implant coatings which ultimately

improve not only osseointegration but also wear resistance

at the bone–implant interface. For example, nanostructured

diamond-like carbon (DLC) films that can be coated on

metallic implant surfaces have lower frication coefficients and

better bone cell attachment compared to conventional DLC

films.[80] Recently, nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) coatings

(CVD-deposited polycrystalline diamond films) with grain

sizes in the nanometer scale, demonstrated potential as

orthopedic implant coatings to extend implant service

lifetime.[59] NCD coatings have low friction coefficients,

ultra-low wear rates and exhibit many other superior

properties [such as high chemical resistance, high fracture

toughness, and high bonding strength to various implant
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materials (such as Ti alloys and stainless steels)] attractive for

orthopedic implant applications.[81,82] More importantly, the

feasibility of controlling osteoblast functions (i.e., adhesion,

proliferation, and differentiation) by adjusting surface proper-

ties of NCD provides for the design of improved orthopedic

implants to promote biological interactions.[59,61] In this case,

NCD with spherical grains less than 100 nm significantly

enhanced osteoblast functions (adhesion, proliferation, and

differentiation) while NCD with greater grain sizes

(200–1000 nm) prohibited osteoblast activities. Together with

the excellent anti-wear properties of both NCD coatings, these

in vitro results enable a better orthopedic implant coating by

meeting device requirements in different regions, some of

which demand greater osseointegration while others need to

be highly wear-resistant.

In addition, many studies have shown that CNTs and

CNFs are also promising coating materials for bone implanta-

tion due to their excellent electrical conductivity, greater

mechanical strength, and unique chemical–biological proper-

ties.[58,83–86] Since it has been speculated that bone regenerates

under electrical conduction,[87] researchers have utilized the

increased conductivity of CNT to promote bone cell

proliferation and calcium deposition,[83,84,88] or to upregulate

gene expression of various bone-growth related factors.[88,89]

In addition, the shape and orientation of osteoblasts could be

significantly affected by altering the periodicity and alignment

of CNT arrays.[90] Similarly, osteoblasts also elicit greater

adhesion on CNF coated PCU[91] and CNF-PLGA compacts[92]

compared to plain PCU and conventional carbon fiber-PLGA

compacts, respectively. Moreover, due to its extremely high

tensile strength and stiffness, CNT-based nanocomposites

have also been used to improve fracture toughness[93] and

anti-wear properties[94,95] of implant coatings, while main-

taining excellent bioactivity to osteoblasts.

3.2.1.2. Bone Tissue Engineering: Developing biode-

gradable nanostructured scaffolds is another highly active

research area for the use of nanobiomaterials in orthopedic

applications, especially bone tissue engineering. These

developments have mainly focused on two different direc-

tions: bone scaffolds with structural functions for the

treatment of segmental defects and scaffolds for the treatment

of cavitary defects (such as injectable scaffolds). Both kinds of

scaffolds are discussed as below.

Synthetic and natural polymers [such as PLLA, PGA,

PLGA, PCL, PU, gelatin, collagen, chitosan, silk, etc.) have

been engineered into nanostructures with adequate structural

properties via electrospinning, phase separation, particulate

leaching, chemical etching, and 3-D printing techniques

(Table 2).[11] Osseointegration studies on these polymeric

nanostructures revealed enhanced adsorption of bone cell

adhesive proteins (fibronectin and vitronectin), promoted

bone cell attachment and osteogenic functions, and even

inhibited functions of undesired cells. For example, it has been

reported that 3-D PLLA nanofibrous scaffolds enhanced the

selective adsorption of fibronectin and vitronectin from blood,
. KGaA, Weinheim ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX
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leading to increased osteoblast functions,[96] but in contrast,

also decreased fibroblast adhesion on PLGA, PU, and PCL of

the same surface chemistry but surface roughness values in

the nanoscale regime from 50 to 100 nm.[97]

Nanocomposites containing polymers and ceramics (e.g.,

calcium phosphates such as HA and tricalcium phosphate

(TCP) which are the inorganic components of human bone) or

carbon materials (CNT or CNF) are probably more versatile

for coating bone tissue engineering scaffolds, since the

advantages of both materials can be optimized to best mimic

the hierarchical structure, microenvironment, and mechanical

properties of natural bone. Nanophase titania/PLGA compo-

sites mimicking the nanometer roughness of natural bone

were reported to promote osteoblast adhesion, alkaline

phosphatase (ALP) activity and mineralization compared to

only PLGA.[98] Similar in vitro or in vivo results have been

found on numerous nanocomposites (such as PCL/HA/

gelatin nanofibrous scaffolds,[99] HA/collagen nanocompo-

sites,[100] HA/chitosan nanofibers,[101] PLGA/TCP nanocom-

posites,[102] and PLA/CNT composites[88]). Recently, mag-

netic scaffolds modified by dip-coating HA/collagen scaffolds

in iron oxide nanoparticles (IONs, 200 nm) have been

developed.[103] The study proposed to use such magnetic

scaffolds which can attract and adsorb growth factors, stem

cells or other bio-agents via magnetic guiding to treat bone

defects. Their preliminary results also indicated that such

magnetic scaffolds supported the adhesion and proliferation

of human bone marrow stem cells.

Moreover, several novel self-assembled nanostructures are

also promising for bone tissue engineering applications. For

example, self-assembled 3-D peptide-amphiphilic (PA) nano-

fibers invented by Hosseinkhani et al. were used as effective

scaffolds for enhancing the osteogenic differentiation of

MSC.[104] Another osteogenic nanoscaffold known as helical

rosette nanotubes (HRNs) prepared through the self-assembly

of DNA base pairs also revealed significantly improved

osteoblast functions.[62] One promise of nano self-assembled

materials is that they can be readily modified by small

molecules, like protein segments or peptides. PA modified by

arginine–glycine–aspartic acid (RGD, or Arg-Gly-Arp) and

HRN modified by RGD, lysine or KRSR (Lys-Arg-Ser-Arg)

showed even better osteogenic responses (such as enhanced ALP

activity, osteocalcin synthesis, or calcium deposition) from MSC

or osteoblasts than respective unmodified materials.[62,104,105]

In addition, the self-assembling technique has also been

used to prepare injectable nanoscaffolds or hydrogels which

are usually infiltrated with drugs or proteins and used to treat

cavitary defects in bone. An injectable PA nanofibrous scaffold

carrying BMP-2 was developed to promote bone regeneration

in vivo though the prolonged release of the protein for up to 24

days.[106] In another study, an injectable nanohydrogel

was made by adding RGD- or lysine-conjugated HRN

(HRN-RGD-K) to polymerized 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate

(pHEMA), and in vitro results indicated enhanced fibronectin

adsorption followed by osteoblast adhesion on HRN-

RGD-K.[107]
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In summary, the extensive use of nanobiomaterials in

orthopedic applications has been shown time and time again

to be an innovative and effective approach to create

biomimetically inspired surfaces for osseointegration or bone

regeneration. Exciting in vitro and in vivo results indicate the

extraordinary opportunities that nanobiomaterials may bring

to the orthopedic community. Although many problems

remain unsolved (e.g., safety issues for the manufacturing of

nanoparticles) for eventual clinical practices, the potential of

nanobiomaterials in medicine is immense and, thus, should be

further studied.
3.2.2. Dental Applications.

Due to the similarity between bone and teeth, restoration

and reconstruction of teeth share many common character-

istics and principles as those discussed for orthopedic

prosthetics. Hence, it is not surprising that nanobiomaterials

have been widely designed, studied, and modified for dental

applications. Generally, there are two major uses of nanoma-

terials: dental implants and dental adhesives, which are

briefly reviewed here due to space. Similar to bone implants,

fast osseointegration is widely accepted in dentistry as the

basis for dental implant success.[108] In this sense, most

orthopedic nanostructured biomaterials reviewed in the

previous section are also suitable for dental implant applica-

tions. In fact, Ti has been widely used for dental implants due

to similar mechanical and biocompatibility properties

described for bone implants. Ti with biologically inspired

nanoscale roughness has been demonstrated as an excellent

dental implant material.[108] Other nanomaterials under

consideration include titania (TiO2) coatings,[108] calcium

phosphate and derived coatings,[108] calcium phosphate

coated zirconia,[109] gelatin nanogold coatings,[110] and silver

compound coatings.[111] Svanborg et al.[112] analyzed 12 types

of commercially available oral implants and reported that

many of them had nanostructures on the implant surfaces

(Table 3).

In contrast to dental implant materials, dental adhesive

materials emphasize different requirements such as the

durability of the bond between teeth and adhesive as well

as esthetic issues like color.[113] Recently, nanotechnolo-

gy-engineered dental adhesives improved bond performance

of the adhesives in tooth-colored restorations. Specifically,

Nagano et al. used colloidal platinum nanoparticles (CPNs) to

reinforce an adhesive resin cement and observed double the

micro tensile bond strength in CPN treated cements compared

to non-treated cements.[113] In another study, nanostructured

silver coordinated polymers were found to be light-stable and

have antibacterial properties.[111] Moreover, recently,

HA nanoparticles,[114] nanofilled resin-modified glass-

ionomers,[115] and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-

grafted nanoclays[116] have also been studied for dental

adhesive purposes.

Clearly, novel properties of nanobiomaterials have pro-

vided new and improved functions for dental implants and
rlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim http://www.aem-journal.com B9
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Table 3. Commercially available oral implants with nanorough surfaces.[112]

Product name Manufacturer Mean surface roughness
at a nanometer level [mm]

Mean surface roughness
at a micrometer level [mm]

Lifecore turned Lifecore Biomedical 0.012 0.22

3i Nanotite 3i Biomet 0.023 0.28

3i Prevail 3i Biomet 0.023 0.29

3i Osseotite polished part 3i Biomet 0.021 0.40

Astra Tech Tioblast Astra Tech AB 0.016 0.64

Lifecore RBM Lifecore Biomedical 0.018 0.66

3i Osseotite etched part 3i Biomet 0.020 0.68

Dentatus machined Dentatus AB 0.043 0.90

Nobel Biocare TiUnite Nobel Biocare AB 0.033 1.19

Astra Tech Osseospeed Astra Tech AB 0.021 1.32

Southern implant Southern implant 0.032 1.34

Straumann SLA Straumann 0.049 1.53

Dentatus blasted Dentatus AB 0.073 1.61
adhesive materials, creating new choices for dental restora-

tion. The exciting commercialization status of many nano-

material-based oral implants also demonstrates the extra-

ordinary opportunities that nanobiomaterials will bring to the

medical field in the near future.

3.3. Anti-Infection and Anti-Carcinogenic

Nanobiomaterials

Bacterial infection is a common and serious problem

associated with various implantation procedures, causing

pertinent adverse complications in host tissues, failure of

implants and even death of patients. Although antibiotics are

widely used, problems of toxicity, antibiotic resistance,

adverse responses of patients, effective time, and range of

use always demand better approaches to prevent infection.

Therefore, a new area of anti-infection nanobiomaterials has

emerged in order to utilize the extraordinary surface proper-

ties of nanomaterials (such as ultrasmall grain sizes, increased

surface area and roughness, increased grain boundaries, etc.)

for antibiotic purposes. A number of nanomaterials have been

studied to date, and many results are promising. For example,

Puckett et al. examined the in vitro adhesion of Staphylococcus

aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis), and Pseudo-

monas aeruginosa on conventional Ti, nanorough Ti (produced

by electron beam evaporation), and nanotubular and nano-

textured Ti (produced by two different anodization pro-

cesses).[117] The results indicated that the nanorough Ti

surfaces decreased the adhesion of all of the aforementioned

bacteria the most compared to conventional Ti (micron sized

grains), demonstrating promise for fabricating anti-infection

implants through nanotechnology.[117] Colon et al. tested

bacterial adhesion on nanophase (grain size of 23 nm) and

microphase (grain size of 4.9 mm) ZnO as well as nanophase

(grain size of 23 nm) and microphase (4.1 mm grain size) TiO2,

and revealed decreased S. epidermidis adhesion on nanophase

ZnO and TiO2 compared to respective microphase materi-

als.[118] In addition, superparamagnetic IONs were also shown

to prevent biofilm (an aggregate of bacteria in which cells
B10 http://www.aem-journal.com � 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co
adhere to each other and/or to a surface) formation.

Decreased S. epidermidis numbers were observed when

exposed to 100 mg�mL�1 of SPION for up to 48 h, and

prevention of colony assembly (a prerequisite to biofilm

formation) was also observed at lower SPION dosages of

10 mg�mL�1 after 12 h.[119] However, not all nanomaterials

exhibit antibacterial effects.

A recent study on the adhesion of non-motile bacteria

Streptococci and motile P. fluorescens on micro- and nano-

patterned substrates (Ti, Cu, and Au) showed that initial

bacterial adhesion was significantly less on micro-patterned

surfaces than that on nanopatterned surfaces.[120] The mixed

results of bacterial adhesion on nanostructured Ti suggests

that a lot more studies are required to uncover bacterial

responses to nanobiomaterials, and a variety of complexities

(such as bacterial type, material chemistry, randomness of

material topography, etc.) need to be considered.

However, the antibacterial advantage of several nanoma-

terials has demonstrated a high possibility of clinical

applications. For example, silver nanoparticles (diameters

3–18 nm) have been coated on the surface of plastic catheters

(coating thickness � 100 nm) and coated catheters showed

significant in vitro antimicrobial activity and inhibited biofilm

formation (as tested by Escherichia coli, Enterococcus, S. aureus,

coagulase-negative Staphylococci, P. aeruginosa, and Candida

albicans). These results suggest several applications of silver

nanoparticles in reducing the risk of infection in patients with

indwelling catheters.[121] Another study developed fabric and

porous ceramic filters using nanophase HA powder and

revealed an excellent bacterial filtration capability.[122] The

porous HA filter was further loaded with silver ions and

in vitro tests showed effective antibacterial and antiviral

properties.[123]

Anti-carcinogenic nanomaterials have also received

increasing interest from researchers because, instead of using

drugs and harmful radiation, inherent anticancer properties of

nanomaterials have less side effects as well as toxicity but may

have acceptable biocompatibility properties to host tissues.

For example, Tran et al. created nanostructured surfaces to
. KGaA, Weinheim ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX
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Fig. 3. Illustration of nanobiomaterials for drug delivery. Different drug release strategies are shown. Examples of
nanobiomaterials: (a) PLGA nanoparticles, (b) hollow calcium phosphate nanospheres, (c) calcium phosphate
coated g-Fe2O3, (d) magnetic liposomes, (e) electrospun silk scaffold, (f) self-assembled PA nanofiber networks, (g)
nanocrystalline apatite modified poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLAGA) microsphere scaffolds, and (d) PLLA
nanofibrous scaffolds incorporated with PLGA nanospheres (images and redraw from refs.[130,208).
promote healthy bone tissue growth and

prevent cancerous bone cell functions by

incorporating nanophase selenium (Se) on Ti

and stainless steel implants through an in

situ colloidal technique.[124,125] In vitro tests

of non-cancerous osteoblasts revealed

greater adhesion and proliferation on

Se-coated Ti and stainless steel than that

on uncoated Ti and stainless steel, but more

importantly, the functions of cancerous

osteoblasts on these Se coated surfaces were

significantly inhibited compared to results

obtained on non-Se coated implant materi-

als. Zhang et al. also found that highly

ordered spherical PLGA nanotopographies

of different sizes (190, 300, 400, and 530 nm)

can alter lung carcinoma epithelial cell

adhesion density, and this information

may be used to design appropriate material

surfaces for inhibiting cancer cell functions

for a wide range of applications.[126]

Although the mechanism of cancer-

inhibiting properties of nanophase materials

is unknown, the promises of

anti-carcinogenic but biocompatible nano-

materials (without the use of drugs) are

exceptional.

4. Nanobiomaterials for Drug
Delivery Applications
The use of nanomaterials in drug delivery for treating

various diseases is widespread. In particular, nanomaterials

used as drug delivery carriers span a wide range of forms,

chemistries, and geometries. Almost all of the materials

(including, but not limited to, polymers, metals, ceramics,

semiconductors, sol–gels, and self-assembled molecular

complexes) from zero-dimensions (dots, particles) to three-

dimensions have been used to deliver small molecular drugs

and various classes of biomolecules with specific release

kinetics and biodistribution.[127] Here, we review nanobio-

materials for drug delivery purposes based on their

architectural differences, which can be placed into two

general categories: nanoparticles and nanoscaffolds (Fig. 3).

4.1. Nanoparticles

Compared to scaffolds, particulate drug carriers possess a

number of advantages (such as being less invasive, higher

payload-to-mass ratio, faster circulation, and ease of produc-

tion). Most importantly, nanoscale drug carrying particles can

enhance endocytosis of drugs by target cells, and thus

facilitate deeper penetration into capillaries and through

fenestrations to, ultimately, enhance cellular uptake.[127]

Studies have shown that, following systemic administration,

nanoparticles with sizes from 10 to 70 nm in diameter can
ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX � 2011 WILEY-VCH Ver
penetrate capillaries and those with sizes 70–200 nm have the

most prolonged circulation time compared to other sizes.[127]

Therefore, nanoparticles are probably the most common drug

carriers today.

4.1.1. Polymeric Nanoparticles.

Polymeric nanoparticles are more frequently used as drug

carriers than other kinds of materials, and one reason is that

the release profiles of drugs can be adjusted by tailoring the

(bio) degradation properties of the polymers. For example, the

density of reactive carboxyl groups on PLGA nanoparticles

have been controlled by adjusting the combination of high

molecular weight (MW) encapped and low MW

non-encapped PLGA in order to prolong celecoxib (a drug

for treating arthritis) release.[128] Another study demonstrated

that paclitaxel (model drug)-loaded PVA-g-PLGA nanopar-

ticles decreased initial drug release from 80 to 38% when the

PLGA-to-PVA mass ratio increased from 15 to 30.[129]

In addition, drug loading and trafficking can be

controlled by altering surface hydrophilicity/charge and

generating free functional groups on polymeric nanoparti-

cles (surface modifications).[130] Generally, surface modifi-

cation methods include emulsification of oil phase polymers

in hydrophilic aqueous phases, coupling agent modification

of polymeric particles, and micelle formation of copoly-
lag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim http://www.aem-journal.com B11
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mers.[131] These methods have been applied to a large

number of polymeric nanoparticles (such as PLGA, PCL,

PLA, PEG, chitosan, PMMA, etc.) to achieve prolonged

release, long circulation, targeted drug/protein/cell/gene

delivery, and non-invasive drug delivery (like oral deliv-

ery).[131] A novel nanomicelle structure assembled by

Tetronic-PCL-heparin copolymer chains was fabricated to

deliver both basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF, mediating

the formation of new blood vessels) and indomethacin (IMC,

a drug for treating arthritis and gout). In vitro drug release

tests showed that IMC released over 3 weeks while bFGF

released over 2 months in a controlled manner.[132] Similar

micelle structures (sizes about 50–100 nm) with a hydro-

phobic core and hydrophilic outer shell can be used to

deliver drugs (such as antiphlogistic and anticancer drugs),

DNA or other proteins.[133,135]

Co-polymerization using PEG (also known as PEGyla-

tion) can increase blood circulation times of the drug carrier

and mask bound biomolecules (proteins, DNA, etc.) to

achieve a longer drug release.[136] For example, bovine serum

albumin (BSA) loaded PEG-PLGA nanoparticles extended

the half-life of BSA twenty times compared to BSA loaded in

PLGA alone in vivo.[137] Another exemplary study designed

60-nm hybrid nanoparticles consisting of a PLLA core loaded

with conjugates of paclitaxel, a lipid interface, and a PEG

corona. The nanoparticles revealed prolonged drug release

over � 12 days, and also inhibited human aortic smooth

muscle cell proliferation in vitro and showed greater in vivo

vascular retention during percutaneous angioplasty over

non-targeted controls.[138] PEGylated nanoparticles can be

further modified for targeted delivery. For instance, copo-

lymer PLA-PEG-COOH nanoparticles were covalently con-

jugated to amine-modified RNA aptamers that bind to a

prostate-specific membrane antigen, and these bioconjugates

can efficiently target and become engulfed by prostate

LNCaP epithelial cells.[139] A number of PEGylated copoly-

mers [such as methoxy poly(ethylene glycol)/PCL (MPEG/

PCL), amine-terminated MPEG/PCL and PEG-cationized

gelatin] have also been used as non-viral gene delivery

carriers.[140,141]

Lastly, modified polymeric nanoparticles are also potential

carriers for non-invasive drug delivery. For example,

nanoparticles made of PLGA (PLLA/PGA¼ 50:50) were

evaluated for their potential suitability for oral delivery of

insulin-phospholipid complexes for up to 12 h.[142]

Despite the progress made in the design and fabrication of

polymeric nanoparticles for drug delivery purposes, a

number of hurdles hinder the ultimate application of these

polymeric nanoparticles. For example, better control over

degradation and bioavailability of nanoscale drug carriers

has not been fully realized. Also, the fate of these

nanoparticles after drug delivery, especially their possible

toxicological impacts on the host and exit mechanisms, has

not been completely understood or elucidated. Therefore,

further investigation beyond current in vitro and in vivo

studies is imperative.
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4.1.2. Inorganic Nanoparticles.

Compared to polymeric nanoparticles, inorganic nanopar-

ticles possess a few unique in vivo properties such as long

biodegradation times (or even non-degradable), less swelling

or porosity changes during use, as well as chemical and

structural similarity to host tissues like bone.[143] These

properties impart promises for drug delivery including long

retention times for drugs, high stability to temperature

and pH changes, and increased biocompatibility. In addition,

inorganic nanoparticles also possess some electrical, mechan-

ical (e.g., piezoelectric properties, ultrahigh hardness, etc.),

magnetic (e.g., superparamagnetic properties), and optical

(e.g., photothermal effects, electroluminescence, etc.) proper-

ties rarely seen in polymeric nanoparticles.[143]

Due to their bioactivity and adjustable bio-absorbability,

calcium phosphate nanoparticles have been widely studied as

novel delivery carriers for antibiotics (e.g., gentamicin sulfate,

flomoxef sodium, tetracycline, etc.), anti-inflammatory agents

(e.g., salicylic acid, IMC, etc.), analgesic and anticancer drugs

(e.g., mercaptopurine, estradiol, etc.), growth factors [e.g.,

bone morphological proteins (BMPs), transforming growth

factors b (TGF-b), etc.], proteins (e.g., collagen I and

osteocalcin), and genes (e.g., DNA).[144,145] Recent studies

indicated that grain size, surface area, calcium to phosphorus

ratios, and the structure of calcium phosphate nanoparticles

can be easily adjusted to control drug release kinetics.[143] For

example, HA-like hollow nanospheres (sizes 145� 20 nm) that

can collapse into pin-shaped nanocrystallites under ultrasonic

waves have been fabricated to achieve on-off delivery (pulse

or discrete release) of drugs.[146]

Besides on-off delivery, hollow nanostructured drug

carriers can also achieve a time-delayed release behavior

with a high drug-loading capacity. Hollow silica nanospheres

have a time-delayed multiple-stage release profile and a

capability of entrapping an eightfold increased quantity of

drugs compared to solid ones.[147,148] Hollow gold nanocages

are also promising drug delivery carriers since drug release

can be controlled externally via the opening and closing of

pores in the nanocages.[149]

CNT is also a popular hollow platform for drug delivery. A

recent animal study (involving implantation of particles into

the mouse skull subperiosteum) revealed that multi-walled

CNT conjugated with collagen and recombinant human bone

morphological protein-2 (rhBMP-2) accelerated bone forma-

tion after implantation in a mouse muscle.[150] Other hollow

novel ceramic nanostructures for drug delivery purposes

include alumina and calcium carbonate nanoshells, which

were reviewed in a recent review paper.[143]

More interestingly, inorganic nanoparticles such as iron

oxide, silica, and gold have been developed as multifunctional

platforms for targeted delivery, imaging, diagnostic, and

therapeutic purposes. Magnetic IONs (including hematite

g-Fe2O3, magnetite Fe3O4, and associated compounds) have

extraordinary magnetic properties for magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI), and these properties can be coupled with
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other properties like acceptable biocompatibility, ease of

functionalization and magnetic-thermal effects for the pur-

poses of imaging, sensing, diagnosing, and hyperthermia

therapy.[151,152] Drug-conjugated ION can also be delivered to

target sites by applying external forces (e.g., external magnetic

field) and this technique has reached clinical trials such as a

cancer therapy.[153] In addition, gold nanoparticles (including

both solid and hollow structures) conjugated with a specific

antibody or molecule can target and then destroy specific

tumor cells by a photothermal effect.[149] A novel multi-

functional drug delivery platform based on CNT was recently

developed by covalently attaching multiple copies of

tumor-specific monoclonal antibodies, radiometal-ion che-

lates, and fluorescent probes to the sidewalls of CNT.[154] This

platform can selectively target and image tumors with

prototype-radiolabeled or fluorescent-labeled antibodies

in vivo and in vitro, and lastly, deliver drugs to the tumor

site. Another novel material currently being explored for

various medical applications are gold layer over silica core

nanoshells.[155,156] The thickness of the gold layer can be

precisely tuned, so that the nanoshell can be selectively

activated through tissue irradiation with near-infrared light to

perform localized therapeutic thermal ablation. The approach

was recently used to eradicate transmissible venereal tumors

in mice.[156]

The integration of unique chemical and physical properties

of inorganic nanoparticles enables these multi-functional

platforms to complete multiples tasks besides drug delivery

(such as molecular imaging) and, thus, this has become a

popular research direction over the past few years.

4.1.3. Other Nanoparticles.

Composite nanoparticles also integrate distinct properties

from different materials into a single drug delivery system,

enabling a synergic, and multi-purpose therapy for treating a

variety of diseases. For example, nanomagnetic liposomes

fabricated by combining magnetic moieties with phospholi-

pids are excellent carriers for rhBMP-2 and this composite

drug delivery system promoted new bone formation in a rat

bone-defect model by combining appropriate amounts of

rhBMP-2 and magnetic induction.[157] In another study, IONs

incorporated with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) can soak up

model drugs (doxorubicin, DNA-interacting anticancer drug)

at a temperature greater than 32–37 8C and then can be

directed into the rabbit liver by a magnetic field.[158] Another

thermosensitive nanocomposite, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-

co-propyl acrylic acid) nanogels conjugated with an

RGD-containing peptide and transferrin, had dual targeting

ability to tumor cells and could release doxorubicin in

response to temperature changes above 34.4 8C.[159] A similar

rationale of achieving desirable properties by combining

several nanomaterials into one composite nanomaterial has

been widely studied and other examples are not reviewed

here due to space.

In summary, nanoparticles have boosted drug delivery

applications by providing for better control and/or program-
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mable release kinetics, high drug loading and trafficking

efficacy, targeted delivery, and multi-purpose delivery. The

advantages of nanoparticles (such as their small size,

controllable shape and structure, and facile surface modifica-

tion) have revealed great potential for the next generation of

drug delivery applications.

4.2. Nanostructured Scaffolds

As drug delivery platforms, nanostructured scaffolds not

only transport drugs and control drug release, but they also

serve as mechanical and/or structural support for cellular

function and tissue regeneration. In scaffold-based drug

delivery, controlled drug release is realized by tailoring bulk

or surface chemistries (such as biodegradability, functional

groups, composites, etc.), architecture (alignment, assembly,

etc.), and porosity of nanoscaffolds.[77] For bio-mimicking

purposes, drug-eluting nanoscaffolds are usually 3-D (in some

cases, 2-D coatings or films) and their structures are often

fabricated into ordered or hierarchical architectures resem-

bling native biological systems (like bone or vessels) or the

natural ECM.

A number of existing implants or scaffolds have been

modified by nanotechnology to carry and deliver specific

drugs. For example, nanotubular anodized titania has been

used to load bone growth factors (e.g., BMP-2)[160] and

antibiotics or anti-infection agents (e.g., penicillin G and

gentamicin)[161,162] to promote bone growth and suppress

bacterial infection after implantation. Nanotubular titania

coated with a drug loaded calcium phosphate material

revealed a prolonged release of penicillin G for up to

21 days.[162] In addition, CNT are excellent drug delivery

carriers and have been successfully coated or patterned on

titanium, anodized nanotubular titanium and PCU, imparting

drug delivery capability to these implant materials.[163,164]

Similarly, nanocrystalline apatite precipitated on PLGA

microsphere sintered scaffolds enhanced drug adsorption

and slowed drug release (as tested by chicken egg ovalbumin

as a model drug).[165] Besides simply prolonging drug release,

nanoscaffolds can also release drugs over a multi-step process

with complicated release profiles. For example, a novel system

of incorporating PLGA nanospheres into prefabricated PLLA

nanofibrous scaffolds could release BMP-7 in a temporarily

controlled manner, exhibiting tunable release phases (espe-

cially, a controlled initial burst release) depending on the

chemical and degradation properties of the nanospheres.[166]

Novel self-assembled material coatings can add additional

promise for the controlled release of drugs to implants. An

example is HRN which have demonstrated exceptional

potential to enhance osteoblast functions when either coated

on titanium or incorporated into HA.[105] Drugs like

dexamethasone (an anti-inflammatory and immunosuppres-

sant) can be loaded into the long (up to several microns)

interior of the HRN revealing prolonged drug release for up to

28 days.[167] Therefore, HRN scaffolds are promising multi-

functional platforms for treating bone diseases and support-

ing bone regeneration.
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There are a large number of studies using electrospinning

to prepare porous or fibrous nanoscaffolds for delivering

drugs or specific molecules. For example, electrospun PCL

nanoscaffolds loaded with the drug simvastain (a lipi-

d-lowering drug) significantly improved osseous integration

and better in vivo bone mineralization compared to PCL

scaffolds alone in the reconstruction of cranial bone defects in

a rat model.[168] Natural polymers like silk have also been

electrospun into scaffolds and loaded with molecules such as

BMP-2 to promote bone regeneration in vivo and in vitro.[169]

As an example of an electrospun ceramic nanoscaffold,

calcium phosphate precursors mixed with polyvinyl chloride

(PVC) were electrospun and then sintered into highly

interconnected nanofibrous networks to be used for drug

delivery and treating bone defects.[170]

Drug eluted nanoscaffolds serve both purposes of tissue

regeneration (or prosthetic restoration) and drug delivery, and

thus are very attractive for orthopedic, cardiovascular, and

neural medical applications. However, loading drugs in

nanoscale structures is sometimes extremely challenging. In

addition, the controlled release of drugs in nanoscaffolds is

not as optimal as many nanoparticle platforms. Therefore,

further studies in this promising area are highly desirable.

5. Nanobiomaterials for Detection
and Diagnosis

5.1. Nanobiomaterials in Medical Imaging

Medical imaging heavily relies on the development of

sophisticated probes to detect biological processes on the

cellular and molecular level.[171] Nanoscale probes have shown

exceptional advantages over single molecule-based contrast

agents. These advantages include producing better contrast, a

capability to integrate multiple properties (such as several types

of contrast generating materials), lengthy circulation times, and

the possibility to include high drug payloads.[171] Thus, various

exciting imaging agents and new imaging systems have been

developed using nanomaterials (Table 4).
Table 4. Nanobiomaterials for bioimaging and sensing purposes.

Material category Chemical or structural features E

Ceramics Iron oxide nanoparticles (IONs) M

lo

c

Dye-doped silica nanoparticles L

Nanoporous ZrO2/chitosan composite G

Quantum dots Cd/Se/Te-based quantum dots Im

CdSe/ZnS in
Metals Gold nanoparticles C

Silver nanoparticles, nanofilms, etc. F

Other nanomaterials Single fluorescent nanodiamond L

Perfluorocarbon M

Fluorescent polystyrene nanobeads V

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) P

Si nanowires S
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The largest imaging nanomaterial category includes the

family of IONs from Fe2O3 (hematite) to Fe3O4 (magnetite).

ION are sensitive contrast agents to induce negative contrast

or signal loss as well as homogenous signals, and, thus, are

widely studied as contrast agents in MRI for numerous

tissues.[172,173] For example, superparamagnetic iron oxide

was found to be a safe contrast agent to increase tumor-to-liver

contrast-to-noise (C/N) ratios and improve the detection of

liver metastases.[174] In another study, MSC labeled with

superparamagnetic IONs were injected into rat brains and

MRI could readily monitor the delivery of magnetically

labeled MSC to brain tissue.[175] A number of studies also

showed the efficacy of ferumoxtran-10 (superparamagnetic

agents which can be taken up by normal nodes following

intravenous or subcutaneous injection) in metastatic lymph

node imaging,[173] allowing the detection of small and

otherwise undetectable lymph-node metastases in patients

with prostate cancer.[176] Hyafil et al. evaluated and demon-

strated the ability of ferumoxtran-10-enhanced MRI to

quantify local macrophage infiltration in the aortic wall of

hypercholesterolemic rabbits.[177] Because of their long blood

half-life and T1-shortening effect which yields optimal

contrast between the vessel and the adjacent tissue, IONs

could be better blood pool agents for evaluating cerebral

perfusion, myocardial or renal perfusion, angiography, or

detection of hepatic vascular lesions.[173,178] For example,

Corot et al. compared different classes of blood pool agents in a

rabbit model and reported better imaging results in IONs than

the macromolecular agent P792 (a rapid clearance MRI

contrast agent).[178] In addition, due to its excellent drug

delivery capacity stated in the previous section, IONs are

designed to achieve both imaging and therapeutic purposes.

A dual-purpose probe of superparamagnetic IONs was

developed for transferring siRNA (small interfering RNA)

and simultaneous imaging of its accumulation in tumors. In

vivo results revealed that uptake of these probes in tumors

could be monitored by MRI and the delivery of siRNA

achieved substantial silencing in tumors.[179]
xamples of applications

RI agents for a large variety of imaging and sensing purposes, such as in vitro

cation and pathway imaging, in vivo cancer detection and diagnosis, drug/

ell/gene tracking, sentinel lymph nodes (SLN) imaging[172–179]

ow-photobleaching, high-stable imaging agent[222]

lucose detection[191]

aging cancer cells, for example, SLN imaging[182]

vitro imaging[223]

ancer detection, imaging and diagnosis[224]

luorescence enhancing agents, cancer detection and diagnosis[189,225]

ow-photobleaching labeling agent[181]

RI contrast agent for fibrin clots[184]

isualizing SLN[183]

rotein detection,[195] antigen and DNA detection[225]

treptavidin detection[193]
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Besides iron oxides, there are many other nanoscale

materials being studied for medical imaging purposes. Gold

nanocages as contrast enhancement agents for both optical

coherence tomography and photoacoustic tomography

showed an improved performance since the localized surface

plasmon resonance of the Au nanocages can be tuned into the

near-infrared (where the attenuation of light by blood and soft

tissue is greatly reduced).[180] In a recent study, the

fluorescence of single fluorescent nanodiamond was found

to be much brighter than that of a single dye molecule under

the same excitation conditions, and the nanodiamond showed

no signs of photobleaching even after 5 min of continuous

excitation and no fluorescence blinking within a time

resolution of 1 ms.[181] Many semi-conductor quantum dots

are also widely used for fluorescent imaging since they have

wide excitation windows, narrow emission windows and high

fluorescence efficiency.[171] Hikage et al. prepared fluorescent

quantum dots (Cd/Se/Te-based quantum dots) to visualize a

high-risk area in sentinel lymph nodes (SLN) for lymph node

metastasis with a high degree of accuracy.[182] They further

conjugated the quantum dots with tumor-specific cellular

markers to visualize cancer cells (or other specific cells) in

SLN, which could eventually increase the detection rate of

cancer metastasis in SLN. In another study, Nakajima et al.

used fluorescent polystyrene nanobeads with uniform sizes to

efficiently visualize SLN by a laser scanning fluorescence

detection system and determined the most appropriate size

for SLN imaging in rats was 40 nm.[183]

Conjugation with specific functional groups makes

nanomaterials more promising for imaging purposes. For

example, lipid-encapsulated perfluorocarbon nanoparticles

were surface-modified by numerous Gd-diethylenetri-

aminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA, a type of contrast agent)

complexes to yield an effective targeted contrast agent for

MRI-detection of fibrin clots, showing a dramatic increase in

the detectability of fibrin clots compared to the test without

using targeted contrast agents.[184] Tang et al. prepared novel

fluorescent nanoparticles via self-assembly of water-soluble

conjugated polymers (CP) on Ag/SiO2 (core–shell) nanopar-

ticles. The fluorescence intensity of CP assembled on Ag/SiO2

nanoparticles was enhanced 1.3-fold compared to that of CP

assembled on silica nanoparticles only.[185] In another

example, Amemiya et al. developed a system for streptavidin

detection by conjugating biotin to nanosized bacterial

magnetic particles (BMP) which were used as magnetic

markers for magnetic force microscopy (MFM) imaging. The

sensitivity of streptavidin detection increased 100 times more

than a traditional fluorescent detection system as the

minimum streptavidin detection limit is 1 pg�mL�1, indicating

its applications in highly sensitive immunoassays and DNA

detection.[186]

Along these lines, nanoparticles with bio-imaging cap-

abilities have been innovatively coupled with other function-

alities such as drug delivery and tissue regeneration, which

was mentioned in the previous section. However, similar to

drug delivery nanoparticles, the exit strategy, or the destiny of
ADVANCED ENGINEERING MATERIALS 2011, 13, No. XX � 2011 WILEY-VCH Ver
these nanoparticles after severing their function remains

unclear; it is an imperative to seek such answers in the near

future.

5.2. Biosensors Based on Nanobiomaterials

The development of nanobiomaterials have also resulted in

unprecedented progress in novel screening and detection

approaches for biological systems. As compared to earlier

catalyst system-based biosensors, the next generation affinity

biosensors deliver real-time information about antibody to

antigen attachment, cell receptors to their ligands, and DNA

and RNA to nucleic acids with a complimentary sequence.[187]

To date, nanomaterials have demonstrated a capability to offer

greater opportunities for creating the next generation of

affinity biosensors by imparting biosensors with more stable,

direct, accurate, and reproducible detectability (Table 4). For

example, cells (after the uptake of gold nanoparticles

(30–50 nm)) revealed increased signal strength from surface-

enhanced Raman (SER) signatures, and parallel transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) studies indicated the formation of

nano-aggregates providing optimum SERS enhancement for

ultrasensitive probing inside the endosomal compartment of

cells.[188] Silver nano-islands were modified as SER gene

probes to detect cancer genes, which exhibited high sensitivity

and selectivity in detecting DNA targets without the use of

radioactive labels.[189]

Based on these extraordinary opportunities from nanoma-

terials, a number of novel biosensors have been developed.

Maxwell et al. developed a new class of nanobiosensors that is

able to recognize and detect specific DNA sequences and

single-base mutations in a homogeneous format by using

colloidal gold nanoparticles.[190] Yang et al. developed a

glucose biosensor using a surface-treated nanoporous ZrO2/

chitosan composite and the biosensor retained about 75.2% of

its original response to glucose even after one-month storage

in a phosphate buffer saline.[191] Gaster et al. designed a simple

and sensitive nanosensor-based immunoassay by combining

high density arrays of giant magnetoresistive nanosensors and

magnetic nanoparticles, enabling rapid and high-throughput

identification of the precise cause of aberrant or cross-reactive

binding events.[192] In addition, highly sensitive and real-time

electrically-based sensors to detect streptavidin were invented

using biotin-modified silicon nanowires, the sensitivity of this

nanosensor was at least in the picomolar concentration

range.[193]

Besides detecting molecules, nanomaterial-based biosen-

sors have also revealed a great potential to detect larger

cellular biological systems like bacteria and growing bone

tissue. For example, Park et al. showed higher bacterial

adhesion and greater select bacterial metabolism on nano-

phase (grain size of 32 nm) than conventional titania, which

indicated a possible application in biosensors for bacteria

detection based on nanophase titania.[194] In another study,

multi-walled CNT growth on nanotubular anodized titania

were found to enhance the redox reaction of proteins
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synthesized by osteoblasts, suggesting a possible biosensing

material to generate an electrical signal which can be

interpreted later as information to indicate bone growth onto

implants.[195] As one can see, the field of nanobiomaterials for

biosensing is very young but attractive. Nanobiomaterials

have many extraordinary properties that can facilitate the

development of biosensor in many aspects, from creating

better detecting molecules to increasing the bioavailability of

the sensor.

6. Future Trends in Nanobiomaterials

In a relatively short time period, nanobiomaterials have

exhibited tremendous progress in medical applications and

extraordinary promises to advance medicine. On one hand,

after years of development, nanobiomaterials have entered a

new era characterized by novel or multiple functionalities,

such as smart or intelligent biomaterials.[196] On the other

hand, a better understanding of the mechanisms and risks

behind interactions between nanobiomaterials and biological

systems (from all aspects of chemistry, physics, cell biology,

and materials science) is urgent. These incentives indicate

several possible developing trends of nanobiomaterials in the

near future.

First of all, emphasis is given to the increasing concern for

the safety and toxicity of nanomaterials. Both in vitro and

in vivo evidence has supported the importance of these

concerns and, therefore, they should not be overlooked in

terms of biomaterial fabrication and clinical use. Toxic

responses to nanoparticles generated from the degradation

of implant materials, wear debris from artificial joints, and

residue from nanomaterial processing, need to be under-

stood.[11] Preliminary progress in the area of toxicity of

nanoparticles has generated a number of important findings

on how and why nanomaterials reveal toxic effects to the

human body. For example, in most cases, the toxicity of

nanoparticles is largely dependent on size, dosage, and

surface properties (such as surface charge, hydrophilicity and

surface area, etc.) of nanoparticles delivered to the host tissue.

In addition, cellular uptake and internalization is an important

pathway of nanoparticles causing damage to cells and tissues,

and such damage is directly related to the reactive oxygen

species (ROS, e.g., peroxides) generated by the host biological

system responding to nanomaterials. However, the influence

of nanobiomaterials on general human health and the

environment is not well understood, and current studies

often report contradictory results. Undoubtedly, it is neces-

sary to further investigate the health and environmental

impacts of nanobiomaterials before ultimately using and

manufacturing these materials for human applications.

Second, developing smart or intelligent nanobiomaterials

with the ability to respond to environmental changes is

another promising direction. As previously described, several

nanomaterials have been devised and fabricated to achieve

specific functions in response to magnetic, electrical, tem-

perature, light, and ultrasound signals. Responsive and fully
B16 http://www.aem-journal.com � 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co
automated nanobiomaterials may become a reality in the

future.

Third, multi-functional biomaterials will better serve

medical needs. Instead of nanomaterials designed for single

purposes or realizing limited functions, multi-functional

nanobiomaterials or nanoscale systems are desirable. For

example, the next generation of nanobiomaterials for bone

regeneration should simultaneously enhance tissue regenera-

tion while minimizing immune responses and inhibit

infection, and it would be even better if the implant materials

themselves can indicate whether bone growth is occurring.[4]

Integration of biomaterials with electronic devices, like micro-

and nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS,

respectively) and nanochips, will revolutionize current

biomedical applications.

Forth, there is a compelling need to understand the

mechanisms of the interactions between nanobiomaterials and

biological systems, which provide important information for

designing and fabricating better materials. Future investiga-

tions will emphasize this understanding at the molecular level

and submicron or nanoscale interactions as well as the impact

of nanomaterial structures and properties. In addition, this

area has been actively studied by mathematical and

computational models and simulations, which are becoming

an essential part of the experimental toolkit to understand the

cellular processes (such as actin-based filopodial and

lamellipodial extensions) on nanomaterials.[197]

Lastly, computer simulation and finite elements modeling

have also been used to understand and predict the properties

of highly hierarchical biological nanostructures.[198,199] These

computational approaches have provided a better vision of

how nanoscale materials and structures serve biological

purposes. Therefore, it is believed that the development of

such computer-aided tools is another popular future direction

focusing on facilitating the choice of proper nanomaterials and

the design and creation of novel nanobiomaterials.
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